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Date of audit: 18.12.2020

        External Smart Contract Audit:

           None



        Ownership structure:
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The following functions can be invoked by the owner:

 mint - it mints tokens to msg.sender (the address that calls the function)


 mintTo - it mints tokens to a specified address



Additional notes:


 1% of each transfer gets burnt


 1% of each transfer is sent to  (EOA)

(Staking SC)
DeepFryer
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FryWorld: Deployer
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The following functions can be invoked by the owner:

 set - it updates FRIES allocation point in the pool


 add - it adds a new token or LP to the pool


 transferOwnership


 renounceOwnership


 dev - it updates the dev address by the previous dev


The contract distributes the team rewards, taken from token amounts that are 
minted by pool updates

(  token SC)
KetchupBar


fry.KetchupV2
Decentralized The contract manages the team reward distribution, extracted when users withdraw 

their FriesTokens, and burns a part of staked tokens.


Also, the contract holds 47.8% of the FriesToken total supply

Smart contract Owner Description

https://www.bscscan.com/address/0x393b312c01048b3ed2720bf1b090084c09e408a1#code
https://www.bscscan.com/address/0x066d5544a0b05b19f08e45dbc13758a3590386c4
https://www.bscscan.com/address/0x10492a5b581e1aca62f64b79adc2cbcee3a6b466
https://www.bscscan.com/address/0x066d5544a0b05b19f08e45dbc13758a3590386c4
https://www.bscscan.com/address/0x76d85569e661b7d6bb2e71a6eb3582f2325e911e
https://www.bscscan.com/address/0x15b3d410fcd0d695e1bbe4f717f8e1b6d0fb2d0c#code
https://www.bscscan.com/address/0x15b3d410fcd0d695e1bbe4f717f8e1b6d0fb2d0c#code
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LOW

        Total supply:

           Variable as long as:

               a) new tokens can be minted

               b) 2% of staked amounts and  1% of each token transfer are burnt

           There was no premine or presale



        Minting function:

           Available



        Migration function:

           Not available



        Team reward %:

           The devs receive 2.5% of tokens minted for user rewards and 2.5% of tokens that are withdrawn

           by stakers when they leave the pool

           The risk of a quick token dump initiated by the team  can be scored as 1/10



        Funds lock period:

           None



        Possibility to pause the Smart Contracts:

           Not available



        Suspicious functions:

           Not found




      Risk Level      
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Conclusion



The FryWorld project is designed on Binance Smart Chain.



The FriesToken smart contract is owned by the DeepFryer contract that can invoke the mint and mintTo 

functions to generate new tokens as rewards.



Be aware that the FRIES token total supply is variable as long as new tokens can be minted, 1% of each token 
transfer and 2% of the staked tokens get burnt. Also, there is no hard cap established. For the record, no 

premine or presale took place, which means the token distribution is fair.



Another important aspect is that the migration isn’t enabled by the project implementation.

The team rewards are transparent: the devs receive 2.5% of tokens minted for user rewards and 2.5% of 

tokens that are withdrawn by stakers when they leave the pool.



The risk of a quick token dump initiated by the team can be estimated as low, because the team doesn’t own 
a large share of the token supply. Moreover, there is no way to manipulate the reward rate or generate new 

tokens.



In essence, the code of smart contracts raises no questions. It is safe, transparent and well commented.



Taking into consideration that there is no funds lock period, the smart contract cannot be paused and no 
suspicious functions were found, the risk level can be established to low.

This analysis is not a financial advice

Conduct your own research before investing

Track updates of yield farming platforms


